Bachelor of Science in Business Administration and Economics
Three-Year Programme in English
Introduction to the Course

The Bachelor of Science in Business Administration & Economics is a degree course fully taught in English and represents a strong boost for an international career. The effective combination of academic knowledge, training seminars and a continuous interaction with companies allows BA&E students an early exposure to the business world.

The programme aims to equip students with competencies and conceptual and methodological tools to cope with the complexity of the worldwide economy, and with the internal dynamics of organizations and institutions that shape their strategies to survive and succeed in it. The programme presents a multidisciplinary approach, dealing with concepts and models from Management, Economics, Finance and Quantitative Methods. After two years of fundamental courses, students will be able to select their area of expertise choosing between Business Administration and Economics, achievable during the third year.

The international context supports our students in their ability to strengthen their own integration and competition, which we strongly believe are fundamental.

Career Opportunities

Graduates will acquire the appropriate skills for the interpretation and management of competitive settings, characterized by rapid technological innovation processes. Such graduates will thus fit well as actors in multinational companies and innovative SMEs, with qualifications for industry analysis, business development and expertise in corporate strategy, technology auditing, managing of intellectual property rights, and with an expertise in technology transfer, among others. Through an interdisciplinary teaching offer, the course also trains professionals to operate in the area of business consulting, in particular, in the context of professional services such as accounting or labor consulting.

The curriculum in English reinforces students’ profiles by supporting the internationalization of firms. The efficiency and the characteristics of the proposed training effectively provide the need for a solid education, which could be placed among public and private organizational decision-makers at international level. To further support the development of students, our School of Economics has a specialised office (Desk Imprese) to facilitate placement in business and management contexts, such as Operations, Control and Human Resources Departments, with the opportunity of having internships during the academic career.
The Course in brief

The structure of the programme presents a continuously update multidisciplinary approach, focusing on the development of concrete links between theory and real-world applications.

The first two academic years share a base of common training courses:

- Fundamentals of Business Administration
- Introduction to the Legal System
- Computer Skills
- Mathematics
- General Management
- Microeconomics
- Uniform Private Law
- Quantitative Methods
- Macroeconomics
- European Corporate Law
- Introduction to Finance
- Game Theory
- Economic History
- Financial Accounting

In the third year, students can choose between two different curricula:

- Business Administration (Course Code T16)
- Economics (Course Code T17)

In order to improve their personal skills and competencies, our course offers students several Extra Activities in collaboration with different Institutions:

- Internships in Italy and abroad;
- Internships or volunteering experiences with AIESEC;
- External training courses or Summer School;
- Seminars and Workshops;
- Project Works;
- Language Courses offered by CLA and Clici.

Student services

Students can benefit from the facilities offered by the School of Economics, such as free access to Wi-Fi, Shuttle bus service, the Language Laboratory, PC Laboratories, Equipped Conference Rooms and Lecture Rooms, Study Rooms, the Library, large parking lots, different Cafeterias and several common areas.

Accommodations and Scholarships

The University of Tor Vergata proposes several housing solutions to our students:

- DiSCoLAZIO (Italian regional body) provides students with scholarships and accommodations upon a selection based on eligibility criteria like family income and merit - www.laziodisco.it
- Campus X in Tor Vergata area offers several services with 1500 accommodations in 17 buildings www.campusx.it/roma

University Bus Shuttles cover all mobility need in order to connect the housing with the School.
Tuition Fees

The University of Rome Tor Vergata has established the University Fees in compliance with the principles of fairness, graduality and progressiveness, in order to guarantee the right to study and reward students’ commitment and merit.

For any further information visit our website at the following link: economia.uniroma2.it/ba/business-administration-economics/tuition-fees

Qualification Required

Our admission procedure is addressed to all students who are near completion of their last year of High School.

Foreign Secondary School Diplomas are valid to apply to any Bachelor’s degree course if obtained following a period of schooling of at least 12 years.

Only after checking the regularity of the documents, our “International Students Office” will allow the online enrollment procedure.

For further information on qualifications issued abroad, please check our website and the Ministry of Education’s rules.

Admission process

The BSc in Business Administration & Economics admits a maximum of 200 students with two Calls for Application:

- 1st Call: 90 places (55 reserved for NON-EU students, of which 3 for "Marco Polo" students)
- 2nd Call: 90 places

The selection procedure is based on two different steps of evaluation.

In the first step, students are evaluated on the basis of the following documents:

- Curriculum Vitae in English;
- English language certificate (level B2 of the CEFR);
- Transcript of High School Records;
- High-school Diploma (if already available);

The second step consists of a Skype Call interview with a member of the Admission Board in order to test the motivation, the logical and mathematical skills of the student.

Procedure for Non-Eu citizens residing abroad

Non-Eu citizens residing abroad must submit a pre-enrollment application to the Italian Diplomatic Representative (Italian Embassy or Consulate) in their country of citizenship in order to obtain the Study Visa for Italy and the Declaration of Value.

For information about the deadlines established by the Italian Diplomatic Representative to complete this procedure, please visit this website: www.studiare-in-italia.it/studentistranieri
Our Contacts

Coordinator: **Professor Luca Gnan**

**Admissions Office:**
✉️ bae@economia.uniroma2.it

**Students Front Office:**
✉️ silvia.tabuani@uniroma2.it
📞 +39 06 7259 5800

📍 Address: Via Columbia 2, 00133 Roma (RM)
School of Economics - Building B - First Floor, Room 1A - 12
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